AMSOIL synthetic motor oil is the Official Oil of some of the most prominent hot-rod events and engine-building competitions in North America. AMSOIL synthetic lubricants are recognized as the best by engine builders, enthusiasts and professionals from coast to coast.

AMSOIL Z-ROD® Synthetic Motor Oil

A well-built classic car or hot rod isn’t just a vehicle, it’s a source of pride. You spend every spare hour and dollar crafting its appearance and tuning its engine for the perfect look and the best performance. A car that’s built well should also be maintained well. AMSOIL synthetic lubricants deliver long-lasting protection and maximum performance. Using AMSOIL products to take care of your classic car or hot rod helps ensure it’ll continue turning heads for years to come.

- High levels of ZDDP to guard against wear
- Performs on the street and protects during storage
- Withstands extreme heat

Engines modified to produce increased power and torque can rupture the oil film, leading to accelerated wear, particularly on flat-tappet cams. Plus, long-term storage invites harmful corrosion that can negatively affect engine performance. AMSOIL Z-ROD Synthetic Motor Oil contains high levels of zinc and phosphorus (ZDDP) to protect cams, lifters, rockers and other critical parts against wear. It’s also formulated with a unique blend of corrosion inhibitors to ensure protection during storage.
Ea® Oil & Air Filters

Maximum airflow allows your engine to produce maximum power. Ea Racing Air Filters are specifically designed for carbureted engines, providing lower pressure drop and greater airflow. Ea Oil Filters are among the most efficient available, keeping contaminants in the filter and out of your engine.

**Ea® Oil & Air Filters**

- **Promotes** smooth, fast shifts
- **Resists** wear
- **Helps** prevent leaky seals

- **Maximum air flow allows your engine to produce maximum power.**
- **Ea Racing Air Filters** are specifically designed for carbureted engines, providing lower pressure drop and greater airflow. Ea Oil Filters are among the most efficient available, keeping contaminants in the filter and out of your engine.

Synthetic Transmission Fluid

Few things connect driver and vehicle like a smooth-shifting manual gearbox. Synthetic Manual Transmission & Transaxle Gear Lube’s friction-modified formula and excellent cold-flow properties promote smooth, fast engagement of synchronizers and gears. It protects against wear caused by the high-horsepower, large-displacement engines common to hot rods and muscle cars.

**Synthetic Transmission Fluid**

- **Promotes** smooth, fast shifts
- **Resists** wear
- **Helps** prevent leaky seals

- **Maximum air flow allows your engine to produce maximum power.**
- **Ea Racing Air Filters** are specifically designed for carbureted engines, providing lower pressure drop and greater airflow. Ea Oil Filters are among the most efficient available, keeping contaminants in the filter and out of your engine.

**Synthetic Gear Lube**

Performance driving and sudden throttle bursts focus intense pressure on the ring-and-pinion gears, inviting wear, while intense heat causes gear lube to thin, reducing viscosity and further increasing heat in a cycle known as thermal runaway. Left unchecked, thermal runaway can shorten component life and lead to catastrophic failure. Severe Gear® Synthetic Gear Lube delivers high film strength to protect against wear and outstanding heat resistance to guard against thermal runaway.

**DOMINATOR® Synthetic Racing Grease**

DOMINATOR Synthetic Racing Grease helps protect wheel bearings and chassis components from the damaging effects of intense heat and extreme torque. It helps improve operating efficiency for maximum output.

- **Reduces** gear and bearing wear
- **Guards** against thermal runaway
- **Maximizes** power

- **Maximum air flow allows your engine to produce maximum power.**
- **Ea Racing Air Filters** are specifically designed for carbureted engines, providing lower pressure drop and greater airflow. Ea Oil Filters are among the most efficient available, keeping contaminants in the filter and out of your engine.

**AMSOIL Engine Builder’s Package**

From installing the first bearing to driving the final mile of the day, the AMSOIL Engine Builder’s Package helps minimize harmful friction and wear while maximizing torque and horsepower.

**STEP ONE:** Build it.

**AMSOIL Engine Assembly Lube**

- Exceptional wear protection
- Designed to dissolve in oil
- Clings well to engine parts

**STEP TWO:** Break it in.

**AMSOIL Break-In Oil**

- No friction modifiers for quick, efficient ring seating
- Zinc & phosphorus provide excellent wear protection
- Designed to maximize compression, horsepower and torque

**STEP THREE:** Cruise it.

**AMSOIL Z-ROD® Synthetic Motor Oil**

- High levels of ZDDP to guard against wear
- Performs on the street and protects during storage
- Withstands extreme heat

**Fuel Additives**

AMSOIL fuel additives clean harmful deposits and help increase power and fuel efficiency. DOMINATOR® Octane Boost is excellent as a lead substitute in classic cars.

**AMSOIL Accessory Products**

DOMINATOR Synthetic Racing Grease helps protect wheel bearings and chassis components from the damaging effects of intense heat and extreme torque. It helps improve operating efficiency for maximum output.

**Products for Storage**

AMSOIL products for storage guard against the problems associated with deteriorated fuel and corrosion, helping engines start each spring and run properly.
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